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How not to be a stumbling block…14:13-18 
 

What is the command of verse 13a?  To whom is it addressed?  James 4:11 

 To both the stronger and the weaker brother; STOP passing judgment on one another!  

Instead of judging one another, what are we (both) to do? vs.13b  see Mt.16:23 

 Be determined to not put a stumbling block in my brother's way.  (trip up, spiritually)  

What is the truth taught about diet and an equally important truth about us? vs.14 

 No food is unclean in itself. BUT if anyone regards something as unclean, to him it is!  

Why is it not sufficient just to teach the first truth, no food is unclean (spiritually)? 

 Because God has designed us each with a conscience, and it's our individual judge.   

Can your conscience change? vs.14a  Why is this a key principle regarding judging each other? 

 Yes, Paul's had changed. Each person's judge is THEIR conscience, not yours. Back off!  

What is the imbedded truth about a believer's freedom in Christ?  IPet.2:16 

 We are not commanded to be free! Not obligated to exercise all our freedom in Christ.  

To the stronger brother, what is Paul's command? vs.15-16  ICor.8:9-13 

 If you know of a weaker brother's diet limits, honor it. Don't ruin your good freedom.  

And the underlying reason? vs.17-18  ICor.8:8; Heb.13:9 

 Don't major on the minors! Know what really matters and is pleasing to the Lord.   

 

 

 

 

Paul admonishes the stronger brother…14:19-23 
 

What is the command of verse 19? Is it for the stronger or the weaker brother?  Eph.4:3 

 Work at whatever leads to peace and mutual edification. Addressed to both sides.   

Now to the stronger brother, what's the command? vs.20  Acts.10:15 

 All food is clean (not defiling) but control your freedom. Don't sin by causing to stumble.  

And the summary guide on these 'disputable' issues? vs.21  ICor.10:32-33 

 Don't eat, drink, or do anything else that causes your brother to stumble.    

What's his advice about our individual convictions on these things? vs.22a  Acts.24:16 

 Keep your convictions between yourself and God. Don't get on a soapbox!    

What does Paul mean by '…not condemn himself by what he approves'? vs.22b  IJn.3:21 

 In disputable issues, don't bring condemnation on yourself by violating your conscience.  

And the principle, greater than dietary, is what? vs.23 

 Everything that's not of faith (clear conscience) is sin (for you). Guard yourself.   

 

 


